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collections of odes and lyrics; Smaranasamhita, The Song
of Memories (1915), an elegy on the death of his son;
essays mostly on literary topics, some of which are now
collected in Manomukura, The Mirror of the Mind (1924),
AbhinayakalU (1932), and Vivartaliln (1933), a work on histria
nic art PremfinandariS-riftlako, The Plays of Premananda
(1909) \Jodani> Spelling (1905); Gujrati Language andLitera
ture, Wilson Philological Lectures, Vol. I (1921) and Vol. I]
(1932), delivered in 1915 at the University of Bombay, being
an exhaustive and scientific survey of the Gujaratl language
Smaranamukura, The Mirror of Memory (1926), containing
his reminiscences of some friends and relatives; and Vas
sonji Madhavji Lectures (1930) delivered at the University
A poet, an essayist, a critic, a literary portrait-painter, ;
philologist, he has been in the front rank of our literature
since his first work was published.
Kmumamnln, Hrdayavind and NupuraJhankSra contain
poems, odes, sonnets and lyrics, reminiscent of English
poetry of the age of Wordsworth and Shelley.   About the
time Govardhanram was writing the first part of Sarasvati^
chandra, Narsinhrao was bringing into existence a new"
poetry.   For form, he went back to the vrittas of Samskrta
prosody; for language, to a choice of Gujarat! words of
accepted poetic value mixed with Samskrta words; and he
evolved a poetic medium of beauty. Accuracy and restraint
of expression characterized every line.   Poetry, for the
first time, took to interpreting the beauty of a mood, a
picture, a phenomenon of nature, impressing the common-
place in life and nature with an inner significance.   There
was a freshness of outlook in some poems; pensive sweet-
ness in others; imagination and emotion lent charm to
every one of them.   Even the poem dealing with so com-
mon a subject in Gujaratl poetry as the condition of the
hapless widow, was invested by him with such delicacy
and emotion as to become, for the first time, a thing of art
With Kmumawtflln, Narsinhrao began the age of romantic
poetry in the language.   Some others, coming after him,
improved upon his art, but none, except Nanalal, has so far
created a different tradition.

